). Next, we asked if the pCREs identified based on co-266 expression were similar to CIS-BP and DAP-seq TF binding motifs (TFBMs) (Weirauch et al., 267 2014; O'Malley et al., 2016) . We calculated the PCC values of the position weight matrices 268 (PWMs) of all motif pairs between pCRE and TFBMs to find the best matching pCRE-TFBM 269 pairs where lower PCC values indicating diminishing similarity ( Figure 3A) . Three criteria were 270 used to define whether a pCRE-TFBM pair had significant similarity. First, we identified pCREs 271 that are identical to TFBMs. Only two pCREs were identical (PCC=1) to experimentally 272 determined binding motifs for ATBZIP63 involved in abscisic acid (ABA) biosynthesis (Matiolli 273 et al., 2011) and ABF3 involved in ABA signaling (Kang et al., 2002) , consistent with their roles 274 in salt stress response. Second, given PCC=1 is highly stringent, we defined that a pCRE-TFBM 275 pair has significant similarity if their PCC is significantly higher than (at the 5% level) PCCs of 276 TF pairs from the same family (red; Figure 3A ). Based on this criterion, 4% of the pCREs were 277 significantly similar to TFBMs. Third, we defined a pCRE-TFBM pair has significant similarity 278 if their PCC is significantly higher than (at the 5% level) PCCs of TF pairs from different 279 families (blue; Figure 3A ). This is reasonable because the within family TFBM PCC values tend 280 to be higher than between families ( Figure S1 ). This criterion allowed us to assess TFs from 281 which families may bind the pCREs. Based on this criterion, 25% and 33% of the pCREs can be 282 assigned to TF families in CIS-BP and in DAP-seq, respectively (Supplemental Table 2 ). 283
Considering both large-scale in vitro TF binding studies, 38% of pCREs have a significant 284 TFBM match. Example TFBMs and their best matching pCREs are shown in Figure 3B . 285 While 38% of the organ pCREs enriched among salt up-regulated genes are significantly 286 similar to ≥1 TFBMs, what should be made of the remaining 62% of the pCREs? One possibility 287 is that these pCREs are TFBMs likely bound to one of the families, just that in the existing TF 288 binding data a close representative is not available. To test this, we asked if the pCREs are more 289 similar to a known TFBM than to sequences randomly drawn from the genome (black dots; 290 Figure 3A ) and found that PCC values between pCREs and their best matching TFBMs are all 291 higher than 95 th percentile value in the pCRE-random sequence PCC distribution ( Figure 3A) . 292
Thus, all pCREs are more significantly similar to known TFBMs than random sequences. These 293 findings suggest that the pCREs are not simply random, meaningless sequences pulled from the 294 genome and that the co-expression-based analysis contributed to an expanded set of CREs that 295 are relevant for organ salt up-regulation. 296 pCRE set further improves salt up-regulation prediction in a spatially specific manner 297
To assess if the pCRE set predicts salt up-regulation better than known in vitro TF 298 binding sites O'Malley et al., 2016) , we modeled salt up-regulated 299 expression using the pCRE set (see Methods; Figure 4A and B). Salt up-regulation prediction 300 models based on pCREs had better prediction performance for both root up-regulated genes (red, 301 AUC-ROC=0.71; Figure 4A ) and shoot up-regulated genes (red, AUC-ROC=0.79; Figure 4B ) 302 14 than the models based on CIS-BP and DAP-seq data (root AUC-ROC=0.64, shoot AUC-303 ROC=0.74; Figure 2C and D). This improvement indicates that using motifs discovered from 304 co-expression clusters containing root and/or shoot up-regulated genes led to better prediction 305 models of organ salt up-regulation. We should emphasize that pCREs uncovered from co-306 expression clusters and TFBMs from CIS-BP and DAP-seq for building models were enriched in 307 salt up-regulated genes and mapped with the same threshold p-value (see Methods). Thus, our 308 finding indicates that motif finding based on co-expression can be complementary to large-scale 309 in vitro binding studies in improving our knowledge of cis-regulation. 310
Next, we classified 1,894 organ pCREs into three subsets that were over-represented in 311 the promoters of genes up-regulated by salt in the root (759 root pCREs), in the shoot (237 shoot 312 pCREs), and in both root and shoot (898 general pCREs). The rationale for defining these pCRE 313 15 subsets was that the root and shoot subsets might be more critical to controlling expression for 314 the root specifically and shoot specifically up-regulated genes, respectively, while the general 315 pCREs might be critical for globally up-regulated genes. To test this hypothesis, salt up-316 regulation prediction models were established using root, shoot, and general pCREs where each 317 pCRE was treated as an independent predictor. For predicting root up-regulated genes (including 318 genes up-regulated globally and in root specifically), we found that a model based on root 319 pCREs (AUC-ROC=0.70) was much better than a model based on shoot pCREs (AUC-320 ROC=0.61; Figure 4A) . Similarly, a model based on shoot pCREs better predicted shoot salt up-321 regulated genes (AUC-ROC=0.73) than a model based on root pCREs (AUC-ROC=0.66; Figure  322 4B). Thus, the root and shoot pCRE sets are better at predicting up-regulated genes in the organs 323 for which they are associated, demonstrating they are relevant to spatially specific up-regulated 324 genes. In addition, root pCREs alone or the combination of the general and the root pCRE set 325 resulted in models that performed as well as the model using the all pCRE set (AUC-ROC=0.71; 326 Figure 4A ). This suggests that shoot pCREs provide no additional information to predict root 327 up-regulated genes. In contrast, for shoot up-regulated genes, although the model based only on 328 shoot pCRE performed reasonably well (AUC-ROC=0.73), it was not as good as the model 329 based only on the general pCREs (AUC-ROC=0.80; Figure 4B ). 330 Surprisingly, adding the shoot pCRE set did not provide additional regulatory 331 information for salt up-regulation in the shoots that was not already provided by the general 332 pCREs. This conclusion is based on the finding that the general pCRE-based model performed as 333 well as a model using both the general pCREs and the shoot pCREs (AUC-ROC=0.80; Figure  334 4B). This further supports the notion that shoot up-regulated genes may be regulated by a global 335 set of TFs ( Figure 1B ) that bind to set of general pCREs. Another surprise was that, for root up-336 regulated gene prediction, the models based on the root pCREs, the general pCREs, and the 337 union of the general and the root pCREs performed similarly ( Figure 4A) . One potential 338 explanation is that each model captured a distinct subset of the organ up-regulated genes. To 339 assess the extent to which the models were predicting similar sets of genes, we examined how 340 genes were classified when different pCRE subsets were used (see Methods). We found that 341 more root specifically up-regulated genes were predicted with the root pCRE-based models 342 (24%) compared to models using general pCREs (9%; Figure S2) . 343 Taken together, these results demonstrate that the identification of the pCRE set using 344 stress expression data can lead to improvements in modeling gene expression over known in 345 vitro TF binding sites. This supports our hypothesis that co-expression based approaches would 346 improve CRE discovery. We also found that salt stress up-regulated genes in the root and the 347 shoot may be regulated by different subsets of motifs in the pCRE set. Genes up-regulated by 348 salt stress in the root can be best predicted with a model considering both the root and the general 349 pCRE sets without considering shoot pCREs. However, the shoot up-regulated genes likely are 350 regulated primarily by general pCREs, as seen in the equivalent performance of the general 351 pCRE model and the full pCRE model of shoot up-regulated genes. 352
Filtering pCREs based on TF binding, DNase I hypersensitivity, and conservation 353
We have demonstrated that pCREs identified in this study can predict organ salt up-354 regulation. However, the large number of pCREs identified (1,894) raised the question whether 355
there might be motifs that were redundant or not particularly informative in the predictive model 356 and could be filtered out. To reduce redundancy, we first removed highly similar pCRE pairs 357 (see Methods). Next, we used feature selection algorithms to identify best performing pCREs in 358 predicting root up-regulated genes ( Figure 4A ) and shoot up-regulated genes ( Figure 4B) . 359
Among the feature selection algorithms used, the Chi-square statistic-based approach performed 360 the best (see Methods; Figure S3 ). With a threshold chi-square statistic ≥ 10, 678 (41%) and 361 397 (35%) of pCREs (referred to as chi10 selected pCREs) were regarded as informative and 362 could better predict root (AUC-ROC=0.73; Figure 5A ) and shoot (AUC-ROC=0.81; Figure 5B ) 363 salt up-regulation, respectively, compared to when the full set of pCREs were used ( Figure 4A  364 
and B). 365
To improve predictions of organ salt gene up-regulation further, we took advantage of 366 additional regulatory information including the in vitro TF binding data (CIS-BP and DAP-seq), 367 chromatin accessibility measured according to DNase I Hyper-Sensitivity (DHS) experiments 368 (Sullivan et al., 2014) , as well as the Conserved Non-coding Sequences (CNS) among 369
Brassicaceae species (Haudry et al., 2013) . Although root and shoot up-regulated gene promoters 370
were over-represented with DHS regions (FETs, all p < 5e-13) and with CNSs (FETs, all p<1e-371 12) compared to non-responsive genes, the performance of models based on only DHS or CNS 372
were the same as random guess (AUC-ROC ~ 0.5), suggesting additional regulatory sequence 373 information was needed. Thus, we hypothesized that a pCRE site would be more informative in 374 predicting gene expression if it overlapped with a potential TF binding site, a chromatin 375 accessible region, and/or CNS. 376 18 Models based on DAP-seq filtered pCREs had similar performance to the models using 377 original unfiltered pCREs for both organ salt up-regulation (AUC-ROC=0.73-74 and 0.80-81; 378 Figure 5A and B). Because the model performance remained the same and 9-14% of the pCRE 379 sites were removed, it is likely that filtering based on DAP-seq data eliminated some false 380 positive pCRE sites but also true positive sites. This is also true for filtering pCRE sites based on 381 CIS-BP data ( Figure 5A ). On the other hand, filtering pCRE sites based on DHS information 382 further decreased the performance for shoot up-regulation prediction but did not impact 383 prediction in root ( Figure 5B ). Thus, pCRE sites informative for predicting shoot salt up-384 regulation were likely removed, potentially because chromatin accessibility can only partially 385 predict gene expression (Liu et al., 2015) and/or because the DHS data used are for conditions 386 other than high salinity stress (Sullivan et al., 2014) . One surprising finding was that models 387 based on pCRE sites overlapped with CNS had the worst performance in predicting both root 388 and shoot up-regulated genes. This is likely because the CNS were identified with stringent 389 criteria and filtering eliminated a substantial number of true pCRE sites. In addition, this finding 390 suggests that there are pCRE sites that are involved in organ salt up-regulation but are not highly 391
conserved. 392
Taken together, the pCRE information alone already led to models with the best 393 performance in predicting organ salt up-regulation. Additional TF binding information, DHS, 394 and CNS either did not improve or worsened the model performance. We should emphasize that 395 this result is not a ranking of how useful a given type of data is useful for predicting salt 396 responsive expression, but for assessing if they would be useful for improving the model. In 397 future studies, it will be important to generate and utilize condition-specific datasets and to 398 reduce the stringency for calling conserved sequences for modeling. 399
The most informative pCREs and their properties 400
To evaluate what the minimal set of pCREs was for salt up-regulation predictions, we 401 ranked all chi10 pCREs as well as those with DAP, CIS-BP, DHS, and/or CNS evidence 402 according to importance scores generated during machine learning runs (see Methods). For each 403 chi10 pCRE, it was examined five times by either applying no filter to the sites the pCRE 404 mapped to or by filtering based on four types of evidence (DAP, CIS-BP, DHS, or CNS), this 405 analysis was referred as a combined approach (Figure 5) . Consistent with models with CNS 406 filtering having the lowest performance in predicting organ salt up-regulation, we found that 407 19 CNS features were the least important ones in predictions ( Figure 5C and D) . Given there were 408 678 root and 397 shoot chi10 pCREs, we ranked 2,712 root and 1,588 shoot pCRE-evidence 409 pairs and identified the top 100 and 10 pCREs for root or shoot up-regulation. 410
The models based on the top 100 pCRE-evidence pair yielded AUC-ROC=0.72 and 0.80 411 for predicting root and shoot up-regulation, respectively, which were comparable to the models 412 based on all chi10 selected pCREs (red; Figure 5A and B). However, using only the top 10 413 pCRE-evidence pairs, the prediction performance was significantly worse (AUC-ROC=0.66 and 414 0.72 for root and shoot prediction, respectively). This result suggests that most important 100 415 pCRE-evidence pairs including 39 and 40 pCREs for root and shoot, respectively, are as 416 informative for predicting organ salt up-regulated genes as the entire pCRE set. Among these 417 minimal set of pCREs, 10 are common between the root and shoot subsets. This minimal set 418 include three ABRE and ABRE-core like pCREs are present (Supplemental Table 3 ), consistent 419 with the roles of this element in abiotic stress responsive gene expression (Narusaka et al., 2003) . 420
Another known salt responsive element is DRE (Narusaka et al., 2003) . Although DRE is not 421 included in this minimal set, it is among the full set of pCREs identified (kkrCCGACrNgmNw, 422
Supplemental Table 2) . 423
In addition to similarities to known TFBMs, we explored the observed frequencies of 424 pCRE sites in 100 bp bins of regions flanking the TSSs and compared them to the numbers of 425 sites in random sequences. We found that in general the most informative pCRE sites are in 426 proximal promoter regions upstream of TSS (Figure S4) , consistent with other studies (Zou et 427 al., 2011; Yu et al., 2016) . Nonetheless, depending on the individual pCRE, the distribution 428 pattern varies (example pCREs in Figure 6 ). For example, the sACACGTGG pCRE is important 429 for both root and shoot salt up-regulation, is enriched over the entire length of the putative 430 promoter, particularly in regions immediately upstream to TSS, and is likely bound by bHLH 431
TFs (the first motif in Figure 6 ). In contrast, the ATTAwTwwT pCRE was not enriched in the 432 promoter region but significantly contributes to salt up-regulation prediction (the second in 433 Figure 6 ). This motif is not TATA-box that is highly enriched in the first 50bp upstream of TSS 434 (Bernard et al., 2010) . Its importance in salt up-regulation and the lack of enrichment may 435 suggest that its binding is controlled mostly through chromatin accessibility, a hypothesis that 436 needs to be further tested. We also found that among the most informative pCREs, 31% (12) root 437 and 40% (16) shoot ones have a significant TFBM match (Supplemental Table 4 ). We found that the most important pCRE 444 sites tend to be in the promoters of genes that, unsurprisingly, have roles in regulation of 445 transcription as well as responses to water deprivation, cold, wounding, ABA, JA, and ethylene 446 (Figure 6; Supplemental Table 4) . Interestingly, five pCREs tend to be found in genes involved 447 in circadian regulation (Supplemental Table 4 expression (Yu et al., 2006; Hu and Gallo, 2010) . 457
pCREs work best in combinations 458
So far, the salt up-regulation prediction models constructed were considering many 459 pCREs collectively but treated each pCRE individually as an independent predictor. Therefore, 460
we asked: (1) whether pCRE combinations were important for salt up-regulated genes in the root 461 and/or the shoots, (2) To identify pCRE combinations relevant to the up-regulation of genes under salt stress, 465 we used the Classification by Association method (CBA; see Methods). Due to consideration of 466 computational complexity, we restricted our analysis to binary combinatorial rules where the 467 presence of two pCREs predicted up-regulation (pCRE A + pCRE B  up-regulation in organ of 468 interest). Rule sets were generated for both the root and the shoot salt up-regulated genes. As 469 some pCREs may only be informative in combinations, we included all 1,894 pCREs without 470 any filtering to identify combinatorial rules. This would also enable us to compare the pCREs 471 involved in rules to the individual pCREs found to be most informative. We identified 2,826 and 472 22 351 combinatorial rules for root and shoot up-regulation (Supplemental Table 5 ). 1,086 pCREs 473 were present in the combinatorial rules that were predictive of root up-regulation (root rules), but 474 only 389 of them were also chi10 selected pCREs that were informative for predicting up-475 regulation when considered individually. Similarly, only 136 out of 427 pCREs in the shoot rules 476 were chi10 selected. Thus, a substantial number of pCREs were informative for predicting root 477 and shoot salt up-regulation only when considered in combination. 478 We also found that, only 12 root rules (among 2,826) had the same pCRE combinations 479 as the shoot rules, suggesting that the great majority of the rules for one organ were specific to 480 that organ. Most importantly, models based on only the combinatorial rule sets improved 481 predictions for both root (AUC-ROC=0.81; Figure 7A ) and shoot (AUC-ROC=0.87; Figure 7B ) 482 up-regulated genes compared to the models based on presence/absence of single pCREs (AUC-483 ROC=0.71 and 0.79 for root and shoot, respectively, Figure 4A and B). These results indicate 484 the involvement of pCRE combinations to the salt up-regulation. In addition, they demonstrate 485 that the rules capture the physical interaction between two presumed TFs binding to a pair of 486 pCREs. Nonetheless, we found that the sites of a pair of pCREs in a rule are not significantly 487 closer together in salt up-regulated genes compared with non-responsive genes ( Figure S5A and 488 B). This is consistent to the finding that the distance distribution of the binding sites of 489 interacting human TFs were not significantly different from random expectation (Yu et al., 490 2006) . Thus, sites of pCRE important for combinatorial regulation may not be constrained by 491 their distances. 492
With the combinatorial rules, we next examined if the rules tended to be composed of a 493 general pCRE and an organ (root or shoot) pCRE, two general pCREs, or two organ pCREs 494 ( Figure 7C ). We found that there was a significant difference in the distribution of these three 495 categories of combinatorial rules for the shoot rules (Chi-square test, p=6.0e-06), particularly 496 there were more general-general pCRE combinations than expected (odds-ratio=1.5), and fewer 497 organ-organ pCRE rules than expected (odds-ratio=0.52). This aligns with the notion that the 498 general pCREs are more important for the regulation of shoot up-regulated genes. The root rules 499 also had a significantly different distribution of rule types (Chi-square test, p=0.01), but the 500 effect sizes were generally low (odds-ratios range 0.89-1.1). Thus, it does not appear that rules 501 for root up-regulated genes are composed of general pCRE with a pCRE from one of the organ 502 sets. Example combinatorial rules are shown in Figure 7D . To further assess the biological 503 23 significance of the combinatorial rules, we first examined how frequently each combinatorial 504 rule was mapped to the putative promoters of salt up-regulated genes. We found that even the 505 most abundant rules were present in only 2-3% of the salt up-regulated genes (median=1.3% and 506 24 0.7% for root and shoot, respectively). Although these rules are very specific, collectively they 507 lead to models that can better predict salt up-regulated genes than the models based on 508 presence/absence of individual pCREs. This finding highlights the complexity of the regulatory 509 logic -lots of regulatory sequences and combinatorial rules where each explains only a small 510 number of genes. 511
Next, we examined the relationships between TFs that likely bound to the pCREs in the 512 combinatorial rules (Figure 7E, F) . We found that in root rules, within family pairs including 513 WRKY-WRKY and bHLH-bHLH were the most common -five and four among the 35 rules 514 that have TFBM annotations, respectively. In addition, WRKY was the most abundant TF family 515 in root rules (19%, Figure 7E) , consistent with the finding that WRKY TF binding sites from 516 CIS-BP and DAP-seq were over-represented in root up-regulated gene promoters (Figure 2A) . 517
This finding also suggests the involvement of WRKY homo or hetero-mers in root salt up-518 regulation. In shoot rules, bHLH-bZIP combination was the most abundant and 27% of the 519 pCREs in the shoot rules were similar to bZIP TFBMs ( Figure 7F) . Finally, we assessed the 520 functions of genes with sites of pCREs in each combinatorial rule and found that these genes 521 tend to be overwhelmingly involved in response to ABA and response to water deprivation 522 (Supplemental Table 6 ). These categories are common for genes that have root and shoot rules 523 and suggest that the combinatorial rules we have identified are likely important in the ABA-524 dependent signaling component of abiotic stress response (Yoshida et al., 2014) . It is interesting 525 to note that translational elongation was also enriched, indicating a potential link between stress 526 transcriptional and translational controls. 527
Taken together, our findings suggest that the organ pCREs work best in combinations. 528
The greater importance of combinatorial rules aligns well with what is already known in 529 mammals, where individual CREs are important for expression in multiple tissues, but CRE 530 combinations are more relevant in controlling tissue-specific expression (Priest et al., 2009; 531 Austin et al., 2016) . Both root rules and shoot rules incorporate pCREs from the full set of organ 532 pCREs, but there is only little overlap (0.4-3%) in the two sets of rules. This suggests that the 533 pCREs need to be considered in combinations for better predictions of salt up-regulation. While 534 some of the rules have motif pairs that are closer together than we would expect by chance, most 535 the rules do not have a significantly shorter distance between motifs. This may indicate that rules 536 25 without a strong constraint on the distance between pCREs may still be important for spatial salt 537 stress up-regulation. 538
Conclusions 539
In this study, we identified a set of 1,894 pCREs from co-expression clusters that were 540 relevant to the up-regulation of transcript abundance under salt stress in the root and shoot of A. 541 thaliana. Among them, 38% pCREs were similar to the known binding motifs of TFs from 542 multiple families. Machine learning models for predicting salt up-regulation based on the pCRE 543 set had significantly better performance than those based on in vitro binding data from two large-544 scale studies O'Malley et al., 2016) . Thus, the pCREs identified likely 545 contained cis-regulatory information of spatial response to salt. We also found that the salt up-546 regulation in the root required both a general pCRE set that was relevant to up-regulation in both 547 root and shoot as well as a root pCRE set primarily associated with root specifically salt up-548 regulated genes. In contrast, the shoot salt up-regulated genes relied primarily on a general pCRE 549 set. Considering that substantially more genes were up-regulated in the root (2,100) compared to 550 that in the shoot (524), this difference in the composition of relevant pCREs may reflect the 551 differences in regulatory complexity and root as the primary organ exposed to high salinity 552 treatment. Filtering pCREs using in vitro TF binding data, chromatin accessibility and 553 conservation, we found that ~40 pCREs could predict organ salt up-regulation with the same 554 performance as the model using all pCREs (39 root and 40 shoot pCREs, 10 pCREs in common 555 see Supplemental Table 3 ). Nonetheless, the organ salt up-regulation models considering 556 combinations of pCREs had significantly improved performance over the models considering 557 pCREs collectively but treated each pCRE as independent predictor. Most importantly, the 558 majority of the pCREs in the combinatorial rules were not considered important when they were 559 treated as independent predictors and would have been false negatives in common motif finding 560 practices. 561
One limitation of our study was that the pCREs were identified based on the expression 562 data alone without knowledge of whether the sites mapped by these pCREs were actually bound 563 by TFs. To overcome this limitation, we incorporated in vitro binding, chromatin accessibility, 564 and conservation data into the model. We found that the inclusion of in vitro binding data led to 565 models with the same performance as those considered only pCREs. Nonetheless, we found that 566 the pCREs identified are complementary to in vitro derived TF binding information. Because the 567 26 in vitro TF binding was an assessment of what kinds of sequences could be bound and not where 568 the in vivo binding sites were in the genome, the binding data by itself was not expected to 569 predict condition-specific expression well. Combining the pCREs identified using condition-570 specific information and the in vitro binding data, the condition-specific regulators and 571 regulatory sequences could be pinpointed. In addition to in vitro TF binding data, chromatin 572 accessibility data (DHS) was incorporated but led to either a reduced model performance or did 573 not improve the model performance. One potential reason was because the DHS data we used 574
were generated under conditions not related to salt stress in different developmental stages of A. 575 thaliana (see Methods). Finally, CNS was incorporated to filter pCRE sites but yielded models 576 with the lowest prediction performance. One reason could be stress pCREs might have higher 577 evolutionary rates and not well conserved. Another possible reason is that CNSs are defined in a 578 stringent fashion or not sensitive enough in obtaining sites that are under selection but beyond 579 the limit of detection. These possibilities can be tested by incorporating conserved site 580 information defined using multiple different thresholds. 581
Another limitation of our study was that our model could only predict salt up-regulation 582 with reasonable performance. Although we identified pCREs from co-expression clusters over-583 represented with salt down-regulated genes, the performance of predictive models using these 584 pCREs were no better than random guesses (AUC-ROC=~0.5). One potential reason is that 585 predictions of salt down-regulation (or down-regulation of stress response in general) require 586 additional levels of information beyond cis-regulatory sequences, such as micro RNAs and RNA 587 turnover. Related to this, other areas of future interest include identification of pCRE sites 588 outside of the putative promoter regions and consider copy numbers of pCREs. We currently 589 focused only on 1kb upstream of transcription start site but intron and/or coding regions may 590 also contain CRE sites that are missed. For example, one study identified at least 21 introns to be 591 involved in enhancing gene expression in A. thaliana (Rose et al., 2008) . It has also been shown 592 that putative cis-regulatory sites in exonic regions have significantly reduced nucleosome 593 occupancy which is correlated with gene expression levels (Liu et al., 2015) . In addition to 594 regulatory sequences in regions other than promoters, cis-elements such as ABREs are shown to 595 drive gene expression when present in multiple copies (Narusaka et al., 2003) , but pCRE copy 596 number is not considered in our models. Our earlier attempt to consider copy number 597 information (in an additive fashion) to predict overall salt up-regulation was not successful (Zou 598 27 et al., 2011) . It is likely necessary to consider pCRE copy numbers non-additively, i.e. to model 599 the effect of copy numbers by considering cooperativity between sites. However, this will 600 introduce more variables into this already under-determined system. Thus, there remains 601 substantial challenges that must be pursued in future studies. 602
Another area of interest is to improve the resolution of spatial response from the organ to 603 the cell type levels. The next logical step is to identify pCREs that can be used to predict the 604 differential expression of genes in a cell type specific manner. In any case, our results show that 605 co-expression based CRE identification in conjunction with machine learning-based modeling 606 are a promising method for globally assessing spatial gene regulation in the context of stress. In 607 addition to providing a genome-wide view of the potential cis-regulatory mechanisms, this 608 approach may have possible applications in engineering plants that can respond to stresses. Use 609 of native, tissue-specific inducible promoters to engineer plants is promising, but it is limited by 610 the promoters that are already available in nature (Potenza et al., 2004) . The methods we used 611
here may help to identify individual and/or combinations of cis-regulatory sequences that can be 612 used in synthetic promoters to drive tissue specific expression in the context of stress. 613 614 28
Methods 615

Expression data processing and expression data analysis 616
A. thaliana abiotic stress expression data for the root and shoot (Kilian et al., 2007) and 617 biotic stress data for the shoot were downloaded from the AtGenExpress website 618 (http://www.weigelworld.org/resources/microarray/AtGenExpress/). The data came preprocessed 619 and normalized. We calculated log 2 fold changes and associated p-values for each stress 620 condition and its corresponding control at each time point and each organ using limma (Ritchie 621 et al., 2015) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2012) . The p-values were adjusted (Benjamini 622 and Hochberg, 1995) to control for the False Discovery Rate. Genes were considered up-623 regulated if their log 2 fold-change values≥1 and their adjusted p-values≤0.05. Genes up-624 regulated after salt treatment for three hours in the root and in the shoot were referred as the root 625 and shoot up-regulated genes respectively. Genes were considered non-responsive if they were 626 not significantly differentially expressed (up or down-regulated) under any stress condition at 627 any time point in the root or the shoot. Each organ had its own set of non-responsive genes ("root 628 non-responsive" and "shoot non-responsive"). This stringent definition of non-responsive genes 629 was chosen to because cis-regulatory sequence may be relevant to regulating responses not only 630 to salt but also to other stress conditions. 631
To assess the relationship of the degrees of differential expression in the root and shoot 632 under different stress conditions, Pearson's Correlation Coefficients (PCCs) of log 2 fold change 633 values were calculated for all pairs of conditions/organ. A heatmap of the PCC values (Figure 1 ) 634 was generated using the gplots package in R (Warnes et al., 2014) . To identify the functional 635 categories enriched in salt up-regulated genes (3hr) in the root, in the shoot, or in both root and 636 shoot, each plant GO slim category (http://www.geneontology.org/ontology/subsets/goslim_ 637 plant.obo) was used to determine if it contained over/under-represented numbers of up-regulated 638 genes in root, shoot, or both organs with Fisher's Exact Test (FET) implemented in SciPy 639 (http://www.scipy.org/). The p-values were adjusted for multiple testing (Storey, 2003) . 640
In vitro TF binding, DNase I hypersensitivity, and conserved non-coding datasets 641
Two sets of in vitro binding data were used. The first set included Position Frequency 642
Matrices (PFMs) obtained from the CIS-BP database website . These 643
PFMs are based on either protein binding microarray data or TRANSFAC motifs (Weirauch et 644 al., 2014) . The PFMs were converted to Position Weight Matrices (PWMs) adjusted for the 645 background AT (0.33) and CG (0.17) content of A. thaliana genome using the TAMO package 646 (Gordon et al., 2005) . This resulted in a final set of 355 PWMs (referred to as TFBMs). To map 647 the TFBMs, first the 1kb sequences upstream of transcriptional start sites (TSSs) of all genes in 648
A. thaliana were downloaded from The Arabidopsis Information Resource 649 (ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/). The TFBMs from CIS-BP were mapped to the putative promoter 650 sequences using Motility (http://cartwheel.caltech.edu) with a threshold p<1e-06. The second set 651 included 344 DAP-Seq experiments testing in vitro bindings to naked genomic DNA in 598 TFs 652 from the Plant Cistrome Database [25] . A DAP-seq peak (~200bp long) contained TF binding 653 site and only peak with fraction of reads in peaks (FRiP) ≥ 5% was considered further. We 654 identified TFBM sites and DAP-seq peaks that were over-represented in the promoters of the 655 root up-regulated and shoot up-regulated genes by performing FET against the root non-656 responsive and shoot non-responsive genes, respectively. 657
DNase I hyper-Sensitivity (DHS) data (Sullivan et al., 2014) were obtained from GEO 658 (GSE53322 and GSE53324) in form of peaks in bed format. The DHS datasets were derived 659 from multiple developmental stages and tissues including 7-day-old dark-grown A. thaliana Col-660 0 seedlings, root, root hair cells, root non-hair cells, and seed coat. Each DHS dataset was treated 661 as distinct features in this study for predicting salt up-regulation. A. thaliana-based coordinates 662 of ~90,000 Conserved non-coding sequences (CNS) among Brassicaceae species were obtained 663 (http://mustang.biol.mcgill.ca:8885, (Haudry et al., 2013) ) to assess whether CNS may be 664 informative for assessing salt up-regulation. In addition, both DHS and CNS regions were used 665 to filter pCRE sites to see if sites with different degrees of chromatin accessibility and 666 conservation may contribute to salt up-regulation prediction differently. 667
Salt up-regulation pCRE identification 668
To identify pCREs associated with salt up-regulated genes in the root and shoot, we used 669 a published pipeline with modifications (Zou et al., 2011) . The stress expression dataset in the 670 form of a log 2 fold-change expression matrix was used to identify co-expression clusters using 671 iterated rounds of k-means clustering such that all clusters contained 60 genes or less, while 672 clusters smaller than 10 genes were excluded. Clusters enriched in salt up-regulated genes in any 673 time point in either roots or shoots were analyzed further for identifying 6-18bp motifs in the 674 putative promoter regions of genes in each cluster. Six motif finding programs were used: 675
